Perception, learning and identification studied with reversible suppression of cortical visual areas in monkeys.
We use cold to reversibly suppress cortical areas involved in visual perception, learning and retrieval and we found a localization of functions essential for performance of delayed match-to-sample (DMS) in anterior ventral temporal cortex, we call ventral TE (TEv). We also found a visual input for this area that is separate from the one going to the heart of inferotemporal cortex and suppressing this input also impairs performance of DMS. Suppressing the dorsal half of TE (TEd) disrupts retrieval of some, but not all complex images, and different images are disrupted in different animals. This variability within and between animals is extreme, with perfect performance on some complex images and below chance on others. We suggested that TEd represents some, but not all elements of the images. In attempting to discover what those elements might be, we found that TEd suppression disrupts the perception of small figures, but not the larger figures that they compose. We also found that it impaired the discrimination and matching of colors, without impairing the ability to detect and differentiate hues. We proposed that TEd represents the details and colors of things, but not global figures. Also, complex objects do not have a representation in one area, rather its representation involves the entire visual system, including TE with different elements of the image represented in different parts.